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"Be sure to read through this guide from start to finish
prior to finishing your bow. Be patient and take your
time - you will end up with an heirloom that will last

decades!" 
- Maddie, Designer of TSN
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Materials
Before you begin to finish your bow, ensure you have the
following materials:

Metal Barette from your TSN package

Fabric scissors or similarly sharp scissors

Fabric clips or clothespins in a pinch

Invisible thread and a needle!

Tacky Glue, a crafter's best friend.

Thin batting cotton, easily found at
Michael's. A thin felt can be used if
needed. 3



Materials cont.
West Village Bow Materials:

1 inch wide Grosgrain Ribbon or other
sturdy ribbon for backing your bow. You
will need about 18" to finish your bow.

Fabric for backing your bow!
Recommended fabrics include Bengaline,
cotton, and linen. 

You will only need a single, 18" x 6" piece
of fabric to finish your bow.

Upper East Side Bow Materials:
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Prep

 Make sure your hands are squeaky clean! Find a clean
working surface safe from pets, children, or other
hazards. 
 Assemble your materials and stitched canvas
 Taking your scissors and your canvas, separate your
center piece from your bow like so:

To prepare your bow to be finished...

1.

2.
3.

4. Cut the edges of the bow first. Ensure that you do not
cut within one stitch of any needlepoint thread. Allow for
1/4 inch of unstitched needlepoint canvas at least around
all edges. Follow the pattern below.

5. Repeat this with your center piece of your canvas.
Allow for 1/4' of unstitched needlepoint canvas around
all edges, excluding corners.

Center piece
Bow

Cut Lines Shape of flaps once cut 5



6. Make short cuts around the bow to create small flaps
of canvas. To make the cuts, follow the red lines on the
diagram below:

Once cut, the canvas flaps should look like this (in red):

Nice work! Your bow is ready to be finished.
 

An example of the West Village Bow:

An example of the Upper East Side Bow:
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Finishing

 Cut out a piece of batting in the shape of your stitched
bow. The batting piece should be slightly smaller than
your bow. Batting is NOT applied to the center piece,
only to the bow.

You can glue or sew your bow to finish, read on below for
more details! Take note of which bow style you are finishing
for Step 6.

1.

West Village
Bow Shape

Upper East
Side Bow

Shape

Tip: Photocopy your bow to have a paper template for cutting your batting!

2. Place the batting on top of the back of the bow to
ensure fit. You should be able to see the edges of your
stitching behind the batting.

3. Working with your Tacky Glue and Fabric Clips, glue
down your flaps to the batting. You can work through a
few flaps at a time, waiting for them to fully dry prior to
moving onto a new section (at least 35 minutes). (cont.)

Example,
West Village

Bow
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4. Once all your flaps are glued down, flip over your
bow and check for any flyaway canvas pieces. Glue
down any outlying pieces of canvas.

Example #1,
West Village

Bow

Example #2,
West Village

Bow

Example,
Upper East
Side Bow

When using Tacky Glue, use a thin line (less is more!) a
few centimeters away from where the stitching meets
the blank canvas - like so:

5. For the center piece, glue down the
flaps to the bow itself using a small
amount of glue. 
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6. Add backing - either ribbon or fabric. Follow the
directions for your bow style. [Skip to page 11 for Upper
East Side Bow.]

West Village Bow
a. Lay out your ribbon above your bow to measure the
amount needed. The ribbon should span the length of the
entire bow, about 11 inches long.

b. Align your ribbon over the backside of your bow. You
have two choices - you can either glue your ribbon or
sew your ribbon. Sewing your ribbon will make it last
much longer, and allows for added flexibility! 

Sewing
To sew your backing,
prepare your invisible
thread and a strong
(but thin) needle. Be
sure to anchor your
needle and thread
with a strong knot at
the end of your
thread.

Begin by sewing the edges around one end of the bow to
stabilize the ribbon, starting to sew through the ribbon-
side of the bow first (to hide your anchor knot). 
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Sewing Continued...
Work slowly, checking that the ribbon perfectly aligns to
the stitched bow and covers any blank canvas. Around
the angled edges, work the ribbon at an angle like so:

Once your bow is completely sewn to the backing, test
your stitches by gently bending the bow inward. If there
are any major gaps between the ribbon and the bow,
add a few stitches. 

Repeat this process with your center piece!

Glue 
Follow the steps above, but working with Tacky Glue. As
you glue down the edges, work in sections and use
Fabric Clips to secure and dry the glue. Ensure all blank
canvas is covered by the ribbon! Repeat this for the
center piece as well. [Skip to page 13]
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Upper East Side Bow
a. Lay out your fabric below your bow.

b. Using a light pencil, trace the shape of your bow
leaving at least a 1/4" gap of fabric. These will be your
"flaps."

c. Cut out your flaps using the same pattern as you did
on your stitched bow. Mark your cut lines on the back of
the fabric with a light pencil, remove your bow, then cut.

d. Taking the fabric separate from the stitched bow, fold
over the flaps onto the fabric (flaps will be folded and
hidden behind the stitched bow once assembled). Iron
down all of your fabric flaps. When you flip your fabric,
you should see an identical shape of your bow. 
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e. Taking your folded fabric piece, align it to your bow.
The backside of the fabric (where flaps are ironed down)
should face the backside of the bow (where the canvas
flaps are glued). 

f. Sew or glue your two pieces together!

Sewing
Follow directions on Page 9.

Gluing
Follow directions on Page 10. 

Fabric Piece

Ironed-down flaps Cut fabric flaps, not yet
folded or ironed

Fully-Ironed Fabric Piece

Backside of
Fabric

Front of
Fabric
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7. Now that your bow and center piece are backed, you
can begin to assemble your bow! Join your two pieces
together to check alignment and coverage:

8. Starting with the bow, fold in one side of the bow so
the tip of the bow end meets the center of the bow. You
can either sew or glue the edge to the center. 

9. Next, you can sew or glue the center piece around the
bow:

Front of bow, glued Back of bow, glued

Front of bow, glued Back of bow, glued
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1. Taking your leftover ribbon, cut a small piece of ribbon
to cover your center piece on the back of the bow, if
preferred. 

Final Touches

2. Ready for the final step?! Glue your metal barrette to
your bow using Tacky Glue! Let dry for 35 min.

3. Congratulations on finishing your bow! Send a photo
to @theslipperyneedle on Instagram or post a photo
using #NeedlepointBarrette - we cannot wait to see your
finished bow!
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